, THE DUKE OF WESTMINSTER'S GRAVEN IDOL
ON EXTENDING PROPERTY AUTHORITIES
INTO ,TAX AND BACK AGAIN
I

By YURI GRBICH*

The author of this article argues that whilst a desire for
uniformity and certainty in taxation law is both desirable and
necessary, it shoul4 not and cannot be achieved simply by extrapolating general property and trust concepts and authorities into
taxation law. Conversely taxation authorities cannot mechanically
be cited as supporting property and trust principles. The result of
.simple extr~polation not only inhibits effective judicial response to'
tax avoidance by by-passing important policy considerations but
also creates uncertainty by obscuring the real reason for the
decision.

. If a human being was overwhelmed by a large intractable problem
which he could ,never completely resolve, how' would he re.ac·t?
. One way would be to bury himself in the form of the problem.
By splitting hairs and devoting himself fanatically to' details, the
real impact of such overwhelming issues could be avoided. Carried
beyond a certain point, such behaviour would be pathologic~l.. It
would be pathological because it would inhibit the. rational,
measured response of that human .being. to problems which
threaten his health and happiness. Freud termed such a pathology
"obsessive compulsive". Some fringe psychologists have brashly
suggested that whple professions or even entire societies could
develop such pathologies. Is it really credible to suggest that a
whole profession could spend most of its resources in staging an
elaborate diversion ritual? Such ,a blatant over-simplification can
hardly provide the basis for a serious analysis of a political problem as, complex and important as the taxation system of a modern
pluralist society. But it does bear pondering.1
'
The Argument Stated

There is a tenet of fundamentalist religious faith current among tax
lawyers. When a court decides whether a transaction creates a liability
to taxation it looks only at the "form" of that transaction. The

* LL.M. (V.U.W.), Ph.D. (L.S.E.); Barrister of the New Zealand Supreme
Court. Senior Lecturer in Law, Monash University.
1 This statement is liberally extracted from the lengthy argument of Becker,
The Birth and Death 0/ Meaning ,(1971), particularly at 147, 161. It draws on
the work of a whole movement in psychology including Fromm, Fear 0/ Freedom
(1942), Brown, Life Against Death (1970), Chapter 15. Freud, Civilization
and its Discontents (1930) 42, provides the basis. Bell, The Coming of the PostIndustrial Society (1974), particularly at 346, says the relationship of technical
"rationality" and political decisions will become "one of the most crucial problems
of public policy" in the post-industrial society.
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"substantive" effects of the transaction are not considered.2 This
fundamentalist tenet is called the Duke of Westminster3 doctrine. The
time has now arrived in the development of tax law when this graven
idol is becoming an unacceptable impediment to the intelligent development of the law and, paradoxically, to attempts to predict what courts
will do in fact. This article will set about the requisite iconoclastic job,
but not by exposing the substantive irrationality of the doctrine:' Nor
will it do it by arguing that Australia will find itself increasingly
isolated from other common law countries if Australian courts persist
in extending its influence. 5 Rather, it will critically examine the
J Let it be stated at the outset that I do not accept that this polarisation
between "form" and "substance'9 is necessary or justified. See further infra p.209
But this oversimplification is the basis of thinking among tax lawyers and must
therefore be the starting point for this analysis.
S It was authoritatively spelt out by the House of Lords in Westminster v. I.R.C.
[1936] A.C. 1 and recently affirmed in Europa Oil (N .z.) Ltd v. C.l.R. (Europa
(No.2)) (1976) 76 A.T.C. 6001. Lord Tomlin (at 19) firmly rejected the
view that "in revenue cases there is a doctrine that the Court may ignore the
legal position and regard~which is called 'the substance of the matter9". The reference to "legal position" does with respect, beg some large questions. It assumes
away the logical problems of extrapolating precedents, attacked in this article.
He explicitly makes the rather extravagant claim that law is a "golden and
straight metwand" to be contrasted with "the uncertain and crooked cord of
discretion"" Words are far less precise a tool than Lord Tomlin would have us
believe. (See note 101.) Lord Wright (at 30) said "the legal effect as between
the [parties to a contract] must determine for revenue purposes the character of
the payments . . .". He does not say why this should be conclusively extrapolated
when another party with a whole new range of interests is litigating. Obviously it
would not be difficult for two sympathetic parties to hopelessly compromise a
third (the Commissioner) if this were the rule. Lord Atkin (at 8) dissenting
on the facts but not the l~w said: ''The only function of a court of law is to
determine the legal results of the dispositions so far as they affect taxn and by
looking (at 15) it is clear he accepts the same premise as Lord Wright. See Lord
Russell (at 25); Lord Macmillan (at 28). Further reference to existing dogma
is made in the context of Europa infra p. 213.
4 "Substantive" is here use<;l in Weber's sense as a set of criteria to evaluate a
system which is drawn from outside the closed system. A "substantive99 evaluation of
present assumptions is an incidental part of an earlier analysis in which the other
side of the penny, the intetjretation of tax statutes, is attacked: Grbich, "Section
260 Re-examined: Posing Critical Questions about Tax Avoidance" (1976 1
University of New South Wales Law Journal 211, 212 (footnote 9), 225. An analysis
based on a fiat contrast of the "sacred" non..falsifiable assumptions and the
"secular", rational framework is, of course, a vast over-simplification. All rational
frameworks are built on extra-rational feet of clay: their assumptions. They can
be no stronger than those assumptions. We must either show that the consequences
of the whole framework and assumptions are on a balance of articulated criteria
undesirable or demonstrate internal inconsistencies in the framework. This article
takes the latter course. See further n. 27.
S See the judgment of the House of Lords delivered by Lord Morris in
Finsbury Securities Ltd v. I.R.C. [1966] 1 W.L.R. 1402, 1417 where such concepts
as the absence of a "real and genuine" transaction and the "essence of the scheme"
were used to hold an artificial tax avoidance scheme taxable. Any observer of
recent United Kingdom and New Zealand authorities would not fail to miss this
recent trend. That is an article in itself. Compare the even wider concepts
introduced by the United States Supreme Court in the leading case of Helvering v.
Clifford (1940) 309 U.S, 331. The collegiate judgment, delivered by Douglas J.
1
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mechanisms by which the doctrine operates and will demonstrate its
internal flaws. At the same time, some very practical points will be
made about the pitfalls lurking when unsuspecting lawyers transport
authorities between property and tax.
To be specific, it is argued that a great deal of imprecision is
caused when, in the name of the Westminster doctrine, general property
authorities are uncritically extended to tax. As a direct corollary, it is
suggested that property lawyers need to consider very carefully how
far tax authorities can safely be applied as general authority for
property propositions. The practical importance of such an argument
is dramatised when it is realized, for example, what a large proportion
of leading authorities in "trusts" are decided on tax issues.
The desire for uniformity in the general body of law is a natural
enough comfort to seek in a world which has become alarmingly
unstable. But if such a theory is uncritically used as a panacea for
every problem faced by the law it will overreach and damage the
credibility of the common law process. If either courts or lawyers
generally start with a theory of precedent (whether articulated or not6)
which is too widely stated, it will break down in practice. 7 A useful
model of law as a coherent and principled system of rules or as an
orderly mechanism for norm creation must give full weight to these
limits. It is one thing to argue that uniformity is a useful objective. It
is quite another to dogmatically maintain that it can answer all
questions and mindlessly to extrapolate precedents from property into
new arenas to decide disputes which were not in the mind of the judge
deciding the property precedent. "Everything, everything, everything",
a judge says (as Llewellyn puts it in The Bramble Bush8 without so
much as a hint of over-statement) must be read in the context of the
problem the court is considering. Yet it is absolutely amazing, when
one examines the specific tax authorities, just how much of traditional
legal analysis is merely the solemn, stately nonsense of obedience to
the shaky tenets 'Of formalism which in turn is often no more than
(two Judges dissenting) said: "Technical considerations, niceties of the law of
trusts or conveyances, or the legal paraphernalia which inventive genius may
construct as a refuge from surtaxes should not obscure the basic issue". Contrast
the narrow and legalistic approach of the Australian High Court in Patcorp
Investments Ltd v. F.e.T. (1976) 10 A.L.R. 407, extensively attacked in Grbich,
"What the Three Sisters Did to Section 260" (1977, Monash University/Tax
Institute Occasional Papers on Taxation, No.7).
6 This is a reference to Keynes' famous aphorism that ideas are more powerful
than is commonly understood. Indeed, the world is ruled by little else. Practical
lawyers who consider themselves quite exempt from any philosophical influences
are usually the slaves of some defunct jurisprude.
7 Lord Cross in Dingle v. Turner [1972] A.C. 601, 624-625 (H.L.) makes this
point in the context of whether the same charity rules should apply for tax
purposes and general equity law (here the validity of purpose trusts).
8 Llewellyn, The Bramble Bush (Oceana ed. 1951) 41 fI.
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imprisonment in self-instituted denotation and connotation,9 in mere
word games. Arguments are advanced and rebutted by terms which are
superficially the same, but which do not have a common basis of
definition. Whole legal structures are built on the shifting meanings of
ambiguous words.
This article critically analyses a tax decision in Brent v. F.C.T.lO to
demonstrate that the application of general property concepts in a tax
case can obscure more relevant tax issues. It uses celebrated "reversals"
of fundamental doctrine in three celebrated tax cases Baker v. ArcherShee,11 Grey v. I.R.C.12 and Oughtred v. I.R.C.l3 to show that the
English courts in, those cases did not and Australian courts ought not
to put excessive emphasis on consistency between tax authorities and
general property authorities. But it makes some important criticisms
about the way in which the courts in those cases went about the job.
It then goes on to analyse a very important tax authority, the recent
Privy Council decision in Europa Oil (N.Z.) Ltd v. C.l.R. (Europa
No. 2),14 to demonstrate briefly how criti~al these flawed methodological
assumptions have been in Jax practice. They have, among other things,
severely inhibited effective judicial response to tax avoidance. At this
point it turns into a titillating expose, a sort of academic's "All the
President's Men", for an audience of general lawyers who are not
privy to the mystique and esoterics of the great Taxation temple.. It
exposes the tautology, indeed the positively systematic bias,l5 in that
cardinal principle and ubiquitous working assumption of tax law, that
the job of tax lawyers is to look to the form of transactions and their
"legal" effects and to these alone.

Revenue Laws in the Context of the Political Arena
Depending on one's personal political prejudices, revenue law can be
seen as a way of raising some money for government16 or as a major
tool for altering the incidents of private property.17 Rather than
intervening directly in substantive property or commercial law, a
Acknowledgment to Labarre for the language.
(1971) 125 C.L.R. 418.
11 [1927] A.C. 844. No doubt the decision gave a considerable impetus to- the
development of the modern discretionary trust in which an object's rights are far
less concrete.
.
12 [1960] A.C. 1.
13 [1960] A.C. 206.
14 (1976) 76 A.T.C. 6001.
15 Organisation has been defined as the mobilisation of bias. See the refutation
of the assumption that error is necessarily a random disturbance in an organisation.
Campbell, "Systematic Error on the Part of Human Links in Communications
Systems" in Porter and Roberts, Communication in Organisations (1977).
16 The view advanced two centuries ago by Adam Smith, An Enquiry into the
Nature and Causes of the Wealth of Nations (1961) 350.
17 Grbich, "Section 260 Re-examined: Posing Critical Questions about Tax
Avoidance" (1976) 1 New South Wales Law Journal 211,229 fI.
9
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legislature can often achieve its policy objectives with tax carrots and
tax whips or simply by skimming off some of the proceeds of individual
enterprise in order to pursue its own overriding objectives. Revenue
statutes are probably the most important tool a collectivised society
can use to control after-tax spending power. Tax avoidance can be seen
as the rearguard action of a retreating rugged individualism.
On the one hand, one cannot separate property and tax, because to
look at the stable body of property law without giving proper attention
to the systematic changes which are being pursued by a tax system
whose rates rise 'to 80%18 is dangerously blinkered. 19 On the other
hand, when one gets to the specifics of applying property precedents
in tax cases (or the converse) one must be careful to discriminate
between the different questions being asked in the two contexts. Both
of these propositions are so well-settled that they hardly deserve
exposition. In fact, they are so obvious that they are invariably ignored
when lawyers get down to the specifics of hard analysis of decided
authorities. Much can be contributed to the debate by the simple
expedient of reasserting old but neglected truths.
Property is an institutionalisation of past expectations about the
tenure of spending power or the right to enjoy and to control the
country's capital stock. 20 Taxation is one device, probably the most
important device, for altering the incidents of that tenure to accord
with current overriding economic or political priorities as thrashed out
by the clash of pressure groups (and perhaps, even the electorate) in
the Australian political process. We can start with the uncontroversial
uses of tax. There is consensus that resources ought to be diverted
from the private sector to pay for police and the apparatus of state.
No one seriously uses the term "confiscation of private property" to
characterise this today. They range from raising tax for supplying
community services or for economic stabilisation21 through to the
controversial issues of using the tax system as a means of distributing
more than token spending power to the poor and unemployed. To
uncritically borrow the underlying policy orientations from property, as
expressed in property authorities, may have served in the past, but it, is
no longer a sufficiently sophisticated basis for the demanding business
of creating a rule structure in taxation.
18 Tax on company profits is now 46%. Personal tax is a maximum rate of 60%
on the distributed residue. Add payroll tax and miscellaneous taxes and the rate
exceeds 80%.
19 This amounts to an advocacy for the need to teach tax and property in
integrated subjects. Monash Law School has tried some experiments with this.
20 Refer to the analysis of Reich, "The New Property" (1974) 73 Yale Law
Journal 733, 771 that "property is not a natural right but a deliberate construction
by society".
21 Based on the theory of Keynes, The General Theory of EmploYlnent, Interest
and Money (1936).
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Traditional academic analysis, which draws so heavily on an outdated
positivist tradition, steers well clear of issues on which there is so much
political dispute. But, as Judith Reid%! has recently shown so coherently,
the attempt to maintain the "unbridgeable gap" between "is" and "ought",
and evangelical reliance on the "inherent value of empiricism" is "no
longer tenable". Substantial advances in the Philosophy of Knowledge,
in Psychology and in Genetics make further attempts to build up a solely
descriptive theory of law increasingly vulnerable to attack. The gap
between law and other disciplines will soon leave lawyers with a
serious credibility gap.23 Satisfactory analysis can only proceed if the
lawyer tests his system of law by the reality outside his own closed
system of rules. 24 At the same time, lawyers cannot abandon the
attempt to build up a rational framework integrating the perspectives
from surrounding disciplines with the demands of their own. If for no
other reason, such a framework (call it "'legal ideology"· if you will)
is absolutely indispensable to provide lawyers with a counterweight
which allows them to step outside the competing frameworks which
support the competing ideologies in any serious dispute.- To say that
such a framework is partial or based on non-empirical premises is no
answer. 27 The crux of the matter is that the judicial process
. . . must be [or, at least, appear to be] genuinely principled,
resting with respect to every step
on analysis and reasons quite
transcending the immediate result
[Courts must] decide on
grounds of adequate neutrality and generality, tested not only
by the instant application but by others that the principles imply.28
Reid, "Is and Ought after Darwin" (1977) 40 Modem Law Review 249.
The case for movement to "goal criteria rather than process criteria in
evaluating legal decision-making" and the need for lawyers to develop better
justificatory criteria to maintain legitimacy is well pursued by F'rankel, "Humanist
Law: The Need for Change in Legal Education-or-If judges do not find the
law but make it, what do they make it from?" (1976) 39 Utah Law Review 39.
24 Katz and Kahn, The Social Psychology of Organisations (1966).
25 The term used by Shaklar, Legalism (1964) 10.
26 Eisenstein, Ideologies of Taxation (1961) 3. Sharkansky, The Politics of
Taxing and Spending (1969) 34.
'
27 See the classic essay by Felix Cohen, "Transcendental Nonsense and tne
Functional Approachu (1935) 35 Columbia Law Review 809 where he argues that
to justify legal rules or to criticize them in a vacuum "produces horrid wilderness
of useless statistics" (at 849), that a theory of descriptive legal science cannot be
separated from the task of legal criticism or from the "consequences of legal
decisions" and must be based on a framework of values. He makes a spirited case
for "cleansing legal rules . . . of the compulsive flavour of legal logic or metaphysics" to make room for "conscious ethical criticism" (at 847) but does not
explain why the public will accept a lawyer's valqes so cleansed in preference to
their own.
28 Wechsler, "Toward Neutral Principles of Constitutional Law" (1959) 73
Harvard Law Review 1, 15 although the major thesis in the article claiming that
neutral principles are possible and desirable has been seriously dented. See the
refutation in Miller and Howell, "The Myth of Neutrality in Constitutional
Adjudication" (1960) 27 University of Chicago Law Review 66.
22
23
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The continued success of lawyers as important arbiters in major
disputes turns largely on how well they build this intellectual construct.
A useful structure must give full weight to the already well-advanced
collectivisation of decision-making in Australia's increasingly interdependent post·industrial society.29 It cannot ignore the fact that
Australian taxpayers are among the lowest taxed in the advanced
Western economies30 and experience would indicate that we cannot
long resist the trends of our trading partners and of influential Western
intellectual centres. It cannot ignore the structural unemployment
produced by modern technology and capital intensive industry. This is
already becoming a fact of current political reality in Australia and
other advanced Western economies. It must anticipate and build
institutions capable of responding effectively to demands for the
transfer of substantial resources which will be needed to maintain
consumer demand and in turn to maintain the economy's productive
capacity, the rate of growth and political stability.
Technology will concentrate disproportionate spending power in the
hands of a shrinking meritocratic elite. It does not take a mind with
the grasp of Keynes'Sl to see that the problem of making the needed
transfer of resources in the future is a political and a legal one rather
than an economic one. Political stability in Australia in the years
ahead may well turn on how well lawyers and politicians can do' this
demanding job. A useful structure must anticipate the trend, already
well developed, for control over large sectors of the economy to be
concentrated in large bureaucratic organisations,32 whether they be
public or private, and that these bureaucracies will often be unresponsive to the demands of their clients, their owners and to Adam Smith's
mythical "guiding hand".3S There is a sharp division between political
rhetoric and political reality in Australia today.
These perspectives are extremely wide but their application can be
and is confined in this article to narrow "legal" issues. Tlo repeat, the
argument is that lawyers have over-stressed the objective of consistency
in the tax-property area. Precedents or concepts from the general
Bell, Coming of the Post-Industrial Society (1974).
paid only 26.6% of gross national product in total taxes. The
O.E.C.D. average was 31.8%. Australia was 16th among 22 O.E.C.D. countriesrbelow the United States (27.8%) and Germany (34.5%) and only Japan (20.1 %)
of the major industrial democracies fell below Australia. (O.E.C.D., Paris, 1973.
Quoted in the Asprey Report, 9).
31 Supra D. 21.
32 The case is documented in Galbraith, New Industrial State (1967), drawing
on Burnham, The Managerial Revolution (1941) and Trotsky, The Revolution
Betrayed (1937) 53, but a general trend to centralization of power in larger
companies and bureaucracies is well documented in Australia. See for example,
Connell, Ruling Class, Ruling Culture (1977); Wheelwright, "Concentration of
Economic Power" in Playford and Kirsner, Australian Capitalism (1970); Playford,
"The Myth of Pluralism" (1969) 15 Arena 23.
8S Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations op. cit.
29
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context of property (and, no doubt, the same iconoclastic job could
be done on commercial law too) are extrapolated into a tax context
when they o]lght not to be. In t4at process, critical policy options are
obscured when the courts create entirely new tax norms. Using that
insight, it asks whether the reverse is not also true when tax precedents
are cited back in property cases? So the article is primarily engaged. in
sharpening the criteria for d~termining when authorities ought to be
extended, in asking what issues are at stake when the authorities are
extended and in asking how far the court,s do in fact extrapolate
authorities from one context to the other in specific cases (as distinguished from how far they say they do).
Brent: Property Concepts out of Place
Brent v. F.C.T.M concerned an extrapolation of general property
norms to a tax case. It is argued that this was inappropriate and
obscured more relevant questions. The case is chosen as a typical,30
albeit colourful, example of many similar deci~ions in tax.
Brent concerned the taxability of sums received by the wife of great
train robber Ronald Biggs, Charmain Brent. After the hounds had
found her husband's escape route and flushed the quiet Melbourne
couple into the open, Ms Brent sold the story of her "humdrum"
suburban life with her husband to the General T'elevision Company.
The main question was whether the $65,000 payment for that story
was taxable income or the non-taxable realisation of a capital asset.
Gibbs J. held it taxable in the High Court. The issue, as he characterised it, was whether the $65,000, payable in three lump sums in 30 days,
should be treated as taxable income from labour, the labour being the
discussion of the details of her "true life" with journalists over a total
of eight to ten days, or the sale of the property right to reproduce her
story. If it was a sale of property, it was a ,mere realisation of capital
and, though it may appear rather odd to a lawyer untutored in the
artificial world of tax law, not taxable. The taxpayer purported to sell
the exclusive right to publish and reproduce the story, and undertook
an exclusivity covenant which entailed an undertaking not to communicate to other persons about her adventures for 60 days. In other
words, the taxpayer's advisers were straining to bring the transaction
within the sale of capital characterisation.
Gibbs J. focused his attention on the question of whether the taxpayer
had any "property" to sell. He held: 36
(1) Because the taxpayer provided only the ideas but not the
form in which they were expressed she had no copyright. ,
(1971) 125 C.L.R. 418.
For example, there is a very similar analysis in the context of characterizing
income sources in F.e.T. v. United Aircraft Co. (1944) 68 C.L.R. 525, 534.
36 (1971) 125 C.L.R. 418, 423 fIe
34
35
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(2) If the agreement purported to confer an exclusive right to
publish an account of the life of the taxpayer, "it would be
quite illusory, because anyone who could obtain enough
information could publish a biography".
(3) The negative covenant "was ancilliary to the main purpose
of the agreement".
(4) Therefore :37
It is not possible speaking strictly to say that in communicating the information . . . [the taxpayer] was
parting with property. Neither knowledge nor information is property in the strictly legal sense....
He held that "in substance"38 the payment was a payment for the
performance of services.
Put the question in' perspective. The issue is whether lump ,sums
rea~hing the hands of the taxpayer are taxable. The sums are paid for
the, taxpayer's peculiarly personal knowledge which is of some commercial value. Gibbs J. holds that this is not a sale of a valuable capital
asset because it is not "property". Whether or not such information
ought to be protected from exploitation by another newspaper is
obviously a question of some controversy.39 But that question is, at
best, of marginal relevance in the tax context. The fact is that the
company paid. the cash a.nd it got what it wanted. Whether or not the
advantage would be protected against a third party by law, the
company was willing to pay hard cash for that commercial advantage.
37Id.424.
38 Those words "in substance" sit rather strangely in this tax context, see infra
p. -208 (on judicial insistence on "form"). Is it heretical to suggest that the W estminster doctrine is used more "selectively" than the sweeping dicta in recent
authority would have us believe? It would certainly make sense if courts were
pursuing "creative ambiguity" (see infra p. 195).
39 That information is capable of being protected with property remedies is
clearly supported by the majority House of Lords judgment of Lord Guest in
Boardman v. Phipps [1967] 2 A.C. 46, 115 where he said that all the information
obtained by a trustee in his fiduciary capacity "became trust property". Lord
Upjohn, in the minority (at 127) said "In general, information is not property at
all. It is normally open to all who have eyes to read and ears to hear". He
concluded: (at 128) "But in the end the real truth is that it is not property in any
normal sense but equity will restrain its transmission to another if in breach of a
confidential relationship". Lord Upjohn would therefore see the granting of a
proprietary remedy in Boardman, as a functional response to protect particular
rights based on other criteria-not a source of law. Rights which have been
protected in a similar context to Brent: Argyle v. Argyle [1967] Ch. 302 (interspousal confidences protected). Seager v. Copydex Ltd [1967] 1 W.L.R. 923
(information about commercial product revealed during negotiations on another
matter held confidential) and authorities cited therein. See the analogous decision
in Victoria Parks Racing and Recreationv Grounds Ltd v. Taylor (1937) 58
C.L.R. 479, citing the United States decision in International News Service v.
Associated Press (1918) 248 U.S. 215. See also Ansell Rubber Co. Pty Ltd v.
Allied Rubber Industries Ltd [1967] V.R. 37'. See Neave and Weinberg, "The
Nature and Function of Equities" (1978) (originally presented to Australian
National University Property Workshop, May 1977).
r
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The court in Brent treats the term "property" as a term of art whose
connotation is fixed and which is also the dominant criterion for resolving
the question before it. 40 This expresses an unarticulated preference for
the objective of uniformity between property and tax norms which, in
turn, inhibits the court from squarely considering the particular tax
issues. Even if there is virtue in consistency, the court does not explicitly
consider whether to depart from uniformity to settle this important
tax problem. By characterising the issue as a choice between a sale of
labour and a sale of "property", the horms from the general property
cases are smuggled lock, stock and barrel into the tax issue encased in
that soothing general term "property".
The issues in tax are quite discrete from the issues in property and
complex enough in themselves. Even assuming that the property
solutions did provide a useful analogy, there were considerable problems in transposing them. The sort of market power which Ms Brent
enjoyed could not be characterised in a vacuum as either "property"
or "labour". It was a bundle of rights whose characterisation was
necessarily a function of the question being asked. The narration of
the story obviously required some labour, as does the realization of
most capital, but it was not so much this that the media was buying.
Over a period of time information had accrued peculiarly to Ms Brent
which, as a windfall of fate would Ihave it, had now become valuable
to the media. She had accumulated the information over a period
which, due to a convergence of circumstances, could suddenly be sold
to realize a gain which was not taxed in the years when she gradually
accumulated titbits of information.
The obvious way to answer such a functional question is by concentrating on the tax context in which it is being posed. One could look
at the date when the gain was made. One could look at the rate of
turnover of the cash, if there is a concern that the $65,000 is being
"bunched'''41 in one year and that this would impose an excessive
I11arginal rate of tax in the year of realization of Ms Brent's market
power. One could ask value questions about whether Ms Brent (or
any other person getting a capital gain or windfall gain for that matter)
ought, as a matter of horizontal equity with wage earners deriving the
4!0 It is the content of that term and how far it is to be extended in particular
contexts which is the controversial content of property law. In particular, see the
celebrated attempt by Reich, "The New Property" (1964) 73 Yale Law Journal
733 to harness the rhetoric of "property" to extend the rights of welfare recipients
and the subsequent controversies it caused. See, for example, the recent attack on
this rhetorical device and its consequences in Van Alstyne, "Cracks in 'The New
Property'" (1977) 62 Cornell Law Review 445, 485.
41 In a progressive tax system which calculates income annually the effect of
taxing $65,000 in one year rather than $12,000 odd over three years is to produce
a much higher total tax bill. But see the averaging provisions for authors in s. 1S8e
and for primary producers in ss.149-1S8AC Income Tax Assessment Act 1936
(Cth).
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same disposable spending powers,42 to walk away with her $65,000
without paying a cent in tax. One can look at analogous tax decisions
or try to sift pedantically through the wide words of the legislation.
But it is not helpful simply to characterise the source of the cash
flow with criteria from another context. That process obscures more
than it enlightens.
The court in Brent is going through the process of reifying43 the
term "property" and comparing its incidents in one context with those
in the dispute before it. This mechanical process of extrapolation is
not so much an attempt to ensure consistency as the reduction of a
major argument down to the banality of imagining that words which
label complex concepts can have a single invariant connotation, that
decision-making in tax cases consists of nothing more creative than
mechanically finding a suitable concept to plug into an existing
immutable jigsaw.

The Politics of "Creative Ambiguity" and the "Law Jobs"
At the risk of buying into a debate about a multiplicity of issues, let
me make a brief digression by first articulating some assumptions
which are normally left unstated and then examining their utility.
Assume, without getting into the argument, that lawyers fulfil the
function of "political theologians" in society. Their overriding job in
the political system is to produce operational resolutions of conflict,44 to
promote social cohesion by elaborating the existing distribution of
power and translating it into compromise and consensus. They do this
by plastering over fundamental conflicts of interest with soothing
verbal formulae which diffuse threats to the social fabric. Assume that
the main power base of lawyers, the source of authority which allows
them to continue to do this work effectively, is their legitimacy," their
ability to convince politically significant interest groups in society (and
indeed their own members)46 of the regal myth that the law is uniquely
"there"47 waiting to be revealed by legal sages. Assume further that the
only practical way to do these law jobs is by the manipulation of words,
by pretending that invariances exist in the meaning of words when
they manifestly do not, by cloaking serious conflicts of interest with
42 See discussion of horizontal and vertical equity in the Taxation Review
Committee [Asprey] Report (A.G.P.S., 1975).
43 Reification is the process by which abstract concepts (or their verbal labels)
are treated as if they had real existence. They are raised on a pedestal above their
origins. Human beings then experience them as objective reality.
44 This is to adopt the argument extensively developed in the well-known essay
by Crick, In Defence of Politics (1964).
45 Scheingold, The Politics of Rights (1974) 15 fI., discusses legal symbols as a
source of political legitimacy.
46 Grbich, "Section 260 Re-examined: Posing Critical Questions about Tax
Avoidance" supra D. 17.
47 Shaklar, Ope cit. 10.
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suitably ambiguous verbal formulae and diverting conflicts into peripheral issues of form so that the attention of parties to the conflict is
diverted and, general questions are buried in words. which can only be
understood by other lawyers. In a word, by the use of formalism. By
using these devices, a court can apply an "existing law", as in Brent,
when it is making a value judgment. A court can use a soothing verbal
formulation which allows each party to a conflict to save face and
legitimacy among its peer group by drawing its own self-serving
inferences or using "the law" as an impersonal scapegoat for the
disappointment of losing.
Even assuming all of these listed virtues in favour of "creative
ambiguity", and I do not concede them all, verbal conjuring tricks do
have a heavy price. Words can be used to blunt conflict by blunting
the perception, of the parties to a conflict. Unfortunately those same
words communicate meaning, however confused or biased, to other
lawyers. Information is the blood stream of the legal system. If an
institution called "law" does exist beyond the personal values and
prejudices which determine what an individual judge will do in fact; if
it.is any more than an opportunist exercise of power, it is contained in
that body of articulated standards by which decisions are judged right
or wrong and the communication between the individual lawyers in a
legal system which socialises them into a set of shared perceptions48
about acceptable forms of principled action.
In h~s famous "Law-Jobs" essay, Llewellyn sets out the four jobs
judges have to do when they decide ~isputes:49
( 1) The disposition of trouble-cases.
(2) The preventive channelling and the reorientation of conduct
and expectations so as to avoid trouble.
(3) The allocation of authority and the arrangement of procedures which legitimise action as being authoritative.
( 4) The net organisation of the group or society as a whole so as
to provide direction and incentive.
This article argues that the "trouble-case" job (No.1) has been done in
the authorities discussed in a way which prejudices the effective
discharge of the "p,reventive channelling" job (No.2). It also inhioits
the "direction and incentive" job (No.4) by inhibiting open analysis
and falsification50 of existing theory.
While verbal conjuring tricks are clearly useful in the short term to
smooth over conflicts and promote cohesion, in the longer term the
48 Kuhn, The Structure of Scientific Revolution (2nd ed. 1970), 38, 85, 94
stressed the fact that professional paradigms are closed systems with their own
standards of success, their own standards for deciding what information is relevant,
their own definition of what constitutes a problem.
49 Llewellyn, "The Normative, the Legal and the Law-jobs: The Problem of
Juristic Method" (1940) 49 Yale Law Journal 1355, 1373.
so Popper, The Logic of Scientific Discovery (1959).
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words used develop a life of their own. If the words are mere windowdressing, this will inhibit the ability of legal institutions to respond
intelligently to conflict and hence threaten the orderly growth and
health of legal institutions themselves.

Baker, Grey 'and Oughtred: Reversing Fundamental Property Rules?
In these cases "reversals" of fundamental property norms were
made by courts deciding tax questions. All three cases are better
explained as specific responses by courts to issues raised in a tax
context. The cases are cited for wide equity propositions in the textbooks which, it is argued, they do not support. The argument is that
the cases really demonstrate that it is dangerous to mechanically
extrapolate norms from one policy context to another and quite critical
in the tax context for a lawyer to sensitize his perception to make the
distinction. The decisions demonstrate that the English courts have
done just that. But the courts in these cases did not choose to spell out
their reasons for refusing to extrapolate the equity norm to tax. It is
ironic that commentators who are faced with these same decisions,
and who are less amenable than judges to pragmatism, or perhaps
more taken in by the myth that the law is an immutable web of logically
interwoven rules, often insist on transporting the authorities back into
the general property-equity sphere. It is easy enough to predict of a
positivist theorist who studiously ignores the wider value clashes
involved and spends his professional life looking for consistencies in
cases that he will over-emphasise uniformity. In an arena like law,
where the practitioners tend to be preoccupied with the bureaucratic
imperatives of keeping a system of rules running, where regularity in
rule structure is already over-emphasised, where complexity tends to
give the rule structure a deterministic life of its own, the tendency to
rigidity often passes acceptable limits.
Lest there be confusion, let me make it crystal clear that I am not
challenging here the need for consistent and principled concepts in law.
On the contrary, I am arguing that such concepts are weakened if they
ate over-extended or if lawyers are not constantly aware of the limit'1Ltions of the tools they use, namely words. They are weakened if
cpnsistency is pursued with a facile analysis which seeks consistency
only at a mere superficial verbal level. But more of that last point
presently.
; The decisions in both Grey v. I.R.C. 51 and Oughtred v. I.R.C. 52
irlvolved very clever, perhaps too clever, stamp duty avoidance devices.
Bi:oth devices failed. Grey failed because the court was willing to stretch
s~latutory language. The court held, "reversing" previously accepted
d~gma, that a direction to trustees of an existing trust to hold property
fqr new beneficiaries was a "disposition . . . of a subsisting equitable
I

,

1

\11
1!62

[1960] A.C. 1.
[1960] A.C. 206.
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interest'~ within section 53(1)(c) of the Law of Property Act 1925 (Eng.)
and therefore required writing. In Oughtred's case the court refused to
hold that property passed under a constructive trust when consideration
was paid and held, that an equitable interest passed on the subsequent
transfer of a trustee's legal interest. It appears, on the face of it, the
perverse decision of a court determined to tax a slick tax avoidance
device at any price, even if it did do violence to fundamental doctrine
about equitable estates! The minority judgment looks devastatingly
persuasive. But on a closer examination, the majority were probably
right, even though their reasoning is unconvincing.

Grey: Stamp Duty A voidance Device Comes to Grief

The device in Grey involved four steps:
( 1) The settlor set up six trusts with nominal settlements.
(2) He transferred 18,000 shares to trustees. No trusts were
declared at this point. Either the beneficial interest was held
by the settlor or it did not yet exist.
(3) The settlor then orally directed the trustees to divide th~
shares into six parcels and hold them on the trusts set up in
step 1.
(4) The settlor and trustees then executed formal trust deeds.
The settlor's argument depended on the well-accepted proposition that
stamp duty is a duty on documents, not a duty on transactions. The
document in step 4 was stampable, but only at nominal value because
the valuable beneficial interest in the shares passed to the beneficiaries
in step 3. The House of Lords held (Lord Radcliffe delivering the.
leading judgment) that the oral direction failed because writing was
required under section 53 (1 ) (c) of the Law of Property Act 1925
(Eng.). Section 53 reads:
( 1) Subject to the provisions herei~after contained with respect
to the creation of interests in land by parol(a) no interest in land can be created or disposed of except
by writing signed by the person creating or conveying
the same, or by his agent thereunto lawfully authorized
in writing, or by will, or by operation of law;
(b) a declaration of trust respecting any land or any interest
therein must be manifested and proved by some writing
signed by some person who is able to declare such trust
or by his will;
(c) a disposition of an equitable inte:a;est or trust subsisting
at the time of the disposition must be in writing signed
by the person disposing of the same, or by his agent
thereunto lawfully authorized in writing or by will.
(2) This section shall not affect the creation or operation of
resulting, implied or constructive trusts.
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Whatever the technicalities about consolidations which occupied
fnuch of Lord Radcliffe's judgment, it seems obvious that section
53 (1) (c) was drafted with the intention of fulfilling the same function
~s section 9 of the Statute of Frauds 1677, and require writing only in
the case of assignments of beneficiaries' equitable interests. The case
fs usually cited as authority for the proposition that a direction to
~ trustee must be in writing and, on its face and taken out of context,
reasoning certainly supports such a proposition. T'his is not a
particularly important way of forming a trust, so the consequences of
fmprecision hardly constitute a major legal tragedy. The factors which
~ught to be weighed up in making an informed decision on this issue
~re incisively analysed in Gulliver and Tilson, "'Classification of Gratuitous Transfers" .53 That article specifically discusses the problems of
~haracterising borderline cases which do not readily fall into recognized
~ategories for the purposes of deciding whether to require formalities.
tt issues a timely warning about revering formal requirements as ends
in themselves. This may result in "enthroning formality over frustrated
~ntent".54 It then goes on to give sound reasons for requiring formalities
in particular cases.
But, if the face of the reasoning is any guide, these were not the
teasons which persuaded the Court in Grey. It would be a great pity
if the unstated methodological assumptions were the cause of an
~nnecessary general curtailment of the flexibility of the trust simply
~ecause the court in Oughtred wanted to stop a blatant attempt to
~ircumvent the stamp duty legislation and was reluctant to spell out
the reason why. If the prevention of stamp duty avoidance was the
issue, it would have been better all round if it could have held that
~tamp duty was payable on some other ground. Let us take that
important argument further in the context of Oughtred, where the
proposition for which the case can be cited is of great practical
$ignificance.
!

the

II

I

I

I

pughtred: Stretching Credibility for the "Right" Result
I
The device used in Oughtred was based on the same broad principles
~s that in Grey. In Oughtred the court had no convenient words of a
statute to stretch. Instead they stretched their reasoning to reach the
'!'right" result. It is a pity they did not find it expedient to articulate the
¢riteria for doing so better, since that would have made their reasoning
~ore plausible and have saved some subsequent confusion.
In Oughtred the trustees of a settlement held 200,000 shares in trust
for 0 for life, remainder for her son P. The objective of the exercise
was for P to transfer his interest to 0 (for consideration) without
paying stamp duty. The following steps were taken:
I

53 (1941) 51 Yale Law Journal 1.
, MId. 3.
I
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( 1) An oral agreement between 0 and P. P agrees for consider-

ation to transfer his remainder in the 200,000 shares to O.
The consideration is a separate 72,700 shares.
. (2) A deed of release between 0, P and the trustee of P's interest.
(3) A transfer of the 72,700 shares from 0 to P.
(4) A transfer of the 200,000 shares from the trustees to O.
The Taxpayer's case is put very forcefully in the dissent of Lord
Radcliffe who had delivered the majority opinion in Grey but refused
to go along with taxing this equally blatant scheme: 55
On June 18, 1956, the son owned an equitable reversionary
interest in the settled shares: by his oral agreement of that date
he created in his mother an equitable interest in his reversion,
since the subject-matter of the agreement was property of which
specific performance would normally be decreed by the court.
He thus became a trustee for her of that interest sub modo:
having regard to subsection (2) of section 53 of the Law of
Property Act 1925, subsection (1) of that section did not operate
to prevent that trusteeship arising by operation of the law. On
June 26 Mrs Oughtred transferred to her son the shares which
were the consideration for her acquisition of his equitable interest:
upon this transfer he became in a full sense and without more the
trustee of his interest for her. She was the effective owner of all
outstanding equitable interests.
Therefore, step 4 consisted of no more than the formal transfer of
legal title from the trustees to perfect a movement of beneficial interests
which had already taken place. The transfer passed no valuable substantive proprietary rights but merely a bare legal title. Can this cogent
argument be met?
.
Lord Jenkins,_ in the majority, got around this argument by the
simple expedient of saying: 56
... I am unable to accept the conclusion that the disputed transfer
was prevented from being a transfer of the shares to the appellant
on sale because the entire beneficial interest in the settled
shares was already vested in the appellant under the constructive
trust, and there was accordingly nothing left for the disputed
,transfer to pass to the appellant except the bare legal estate. The
constructive trust in favour of a purchaser which arises on the
conclusion of a contract for sale is founded upon the purchaser's
right to enforce the contract in proceedings for specific performance. In other words, he is treated in equity as entitled by virtue
of the contract to the property which the vendor is bound under
the contract to convey to him. This interest under the contract is
no doubt a proprietary interest of a sort, which arises, so to speak,
in anticipation of the execution of the transfer for which the
55

[1960] A.C. 206, 227.

o61d. 239.
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purchaser is entitled to call. But its existence has never (so far as I
know) been held to prevent a subsequent transfer, in performance
of the contract, of the property contracted to be sold from constituting for stamp duty purposes a transfer on sale of the property
in question.
He specifically declined to decide whether writing was required
under section 53(2). This reasoning does not meet the taxpayer's cogent
argument that the beneficial interest had already moved orally to 0 in
step 1. This gets Lord Jenkins into all sorts of difficulties when rebutting
th.e taxpayer's argument first, that the transfer in step 4 was not a
transfer of the property sold by P but merely a transfer of the trustee's
legal interest and second, that it merely wound up the trust to formalise
what had already happened.

The Problem with Oughtred: Analogies Over-extended
The argument advanced here reaches the same result as the majority
did in Oughtred but the different routes are important. -On the facts, if
Mrs Oughtred had actually asked for specific performance, a court
exercising equitable jurisdiction would, in all probability, have given it
to her. Those situations in which it would be granted are collected
into a category and institutionalised as an "equitable proprietary right"
or "an equitable estate". The taxpayer then relies on this right to
dodge stamp duty. To use this "equitable proprietary right" as if it
were good for all purposes, is to misuse a very useful form of shorthand
and, in this context, to fall into imprecision. 57
It is not clear whether the court's "imprecision" was inadvertent or
deliberate. Why, it might be asked, be pedantic if the court reached
the right result?' T'he answer is that such imprecision may be bought at
too high a price. First, because this sort of reasoning perpetuates the
myth that there is a continuous seamless web of law which is all
logically related. 58 This will lower the quality of -decision-making by
those judges and the legal advice by vast numbers of lawyers who are
lulled into playing the "creative ambiguity" game too seriously. Second,
it adulterates communication which is the life blood of a principled
common law system. 59 The traditional common law method of decisionmaking creates structures of rules incrementally, case by case. It has
much in common with the policy-making method described by
Lindblomoo in a famous article as the "science of muddling through".
It depends for its success on not moving too far ahead in anyone step,
57 See Lord Denning M.R. making an analogous point with respect to resulting
trusts in Re Vandevell's Trusts [1974] Ch. 269, 320.
08 Attacked in Grbich, "Vesting: The Classification Charade" (1973) 9 Melbourne
University Law Review 81, 82.
69 See Gifford, "Communication of Legal Standards, Policy Development, and
Effective Conduct Regulation" (1971) 56 Cornell Law Review 409.
60 Lindblom, "The Science of Muddling Through" (1959) 19 Public Administration Review 19.
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on retaining flexibility, on monitoring the consequences of decisions and
constantly adjusting decisions to changing conditions. It eschews grand
strategy because the decision-maker asserts he has not the resources
nor the information to make long range policy prescriptions with a
reasonable probability of success. But in return he promises flexibility
and responsiveness. To crowd communication channels with deliberate
ambiguity or to fall into the bad working habit of attempting to
obscure the real reasons for decision behind verbal facades is to inhibit
responsiveness. Refusal to articulate the real reasons for decisions
inhibits the rigorous examination of rule structures by the legal
profession. It inhibits the effective operation of political processes
which operate to constrain, to structure and to influence the output
of decisions delivered by the courts. Such imprecision thereby conflicts
with the objective of producing principled decisions and it also conflicts
with the orderly renewal of the law to meet changing community
demands. In an incremental decision-making system such inhibitions
on responsiveness are very serious flaws and anyone interested in
the long term health of the legal system should fight them with
determination.
Equity enforces rights where its doctrines require it. 61 This is not to
assert that su~h a right will or must be brought into existence in the
context of Oughtred. To do this is to fall into the very trap from which
the Lord Chancellors rescued the writ-bound common law. Equity
creates new remedies only where the context indicates that its remedies
are required. Such action forms a precedent which, absenting material
distinguishing features, will be followed in later cases. But to accept this
reasoning is not to accept the next extension, that equitable remedies
will be extrapolated into every other context. That is a quite separate
question.
Some reasoning by analogy is normal and permissible, but it has
strictly prescribed limits. The analogy breaks down when a property
rule is transported into the entirely new context of a statute imposing
stamp duty and where the device is an attempt to circumvent such a
statute. To adopt the analysis of Cross,62 analogical reasoning proceeds
in three stages:
( 1) perception of relevant likenesses between the factual issue as
defined by the court and previous cases;
(2) determination of the ratio decidendi of the previous case; and
(3) the decision to apply the previous case to the present controversy.
As Hermann argues so convincingly, the third step is largely a rationalisation because the application of the case has already been assured by
61

62

Lord Radcliffe in C.S.D. v. Livingston [1965] A.C. 694, 712,
Cross? Precedent in English Law (2nd edt 1968) 182.
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the perception of similarity in the first step.63 This is a psychological
process of abstraction and conceptualisation which is complex and
open to a wide area of disagreement, and any constructive debate about
norm creation requires that these unarticulated assumptions be explicated and rigorously examined.
In Oughtred, that unarticulated debate is decided in favour of not
applying the analogy. The majority pays lip-service to the analogy but
decides against applying it for reasons which are not articulated. The
error in the taxpayer's argument is contained in the previous analysis
of Brent. M The error lies in imagining that when a bundle of rights can
be labelled a "proprietary interest", the debate ceases. At that point
all the incidents associated with property descend. That something
more sophisticated than such a sterile verbal device is normally
necessary to persuade a court or to predict what a court will do in fact
(which in Holmes' definition is "the law") has been assimilated by any
good barrister. But if the legal system is to adapt to rapid social change
and to restructure to handle change systematically, it must develop
more effective mechanisms for communicating and structuring the
complexity and subtlety of the decision-making process in such trouble
cases. The limits of analogy must be systematically spelt out in each
case as rules are developed in the normal incremental decision-making
processes of the common law.
The substantive question in Oughtred was not whether a constructive
trust ought to be created to give the transferee a remedy. It was
whether a subsequent transfer was to be held to need stamping. The
question was whether a beneficial interest was to be given to the
purchaser so that no stampable interest passed on the subsequent
transfer. The question cannot be realistically posed outside the stamp
duty context and the transposability of answers from one context to
the other depends on the similarity of the issues raised in the two
separate arenas. 60 Whether one applies analogy or inductively forms a
new rule, there is no way in which the Oughtred problem could be
satisfactorily solved by mere mindless extrapolation of the equity
authorities into the stamp duty context. The actual result bears that
point out far better than an academic's assertion.

On Prescribing the Limits of Judicial Policy Initiatives
Having analysed the deficiencies in the Oughtred reasoning, it is
encumbant on the critic to foreshadow alternative approaches. Obvi63 Hermann, "The Structuralist Approach to Legal Reasoning" ( 1975) 48
Southern California Law Review 1131, 1138.
64 Supra p. 192.
65 There is dicta in other cases saying that a vendor is only a trustee in a
qualified sense (Cotton L.I. in Rayner v. Preston (1881) 18 Ch. D. 1, 6) or a
quasi-trustee (Cumberland Consolidated Holdings Ltd v. Ireland [1946] K.B.
264,269).
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ously, this article cannot hope to deal with this wide question in depth
but it can suggest a new perspective for tackling the Oughtred question.
To this end, let us try a short experiment by applying Lord· Radcliffe's
reasoning to one of those many equity cases in which constructive
trusts are used in a remedial capacity. We can choose the facts in
Hodgson v. Marks66 as a useful vehicle. This is the classic story of the
elderly widow and her lodger. The lodger persuades the 81 year old
widow to transfer a house to him with soothing but black-hearted oral
assurances that he will hold it for her. 67 In fact, he transfers it to a
third party. There is no writing and therefore the express trust by the
lodger to hold the house for the widow fails. What ,court of conscience
could allow this outrage to a widow's honour? The English Court of
Appeal held that the failure of the express trust was "just the
occasion"68 for the implementation of a resulting trust. No writing was
therefore required because of the exception in section 53 (2). Whether
rights should, as a general matter: of policy as distinguished from one
of priorities or of notice, have been created against third parties is a
question which possibly should have been pursued further. That question
will not be canvassed here. We will concentrate on the central question.
Is Hodgson to be cited in later cases, using the taxpayer's reasoning
from Oughtred, as authority for the proposition that property always
remains in the hands of a vendor in all similar situations, that no
writing is ever required provided the beneficiary of a trust has a moral
right to property? Or do we simply say that Hodgson is wrong and hold
that such widows must always miss out? Both of these extreme positions
lack appeal. The courts must still create new remedies to respond to
new demands from the community. To refuse to do so by asserting
that the categories are closed is not legal formalism but doctrinaire
political conservatism. It is not controversial to argue that it is necessary, when the courts use their equitable jurisdiction to create new
remedies, to prescribe the width of operation of the new norm. 69 T'he
66 [1971] Ch. 892 (Russell, Buckley and Cairns L.JJ. llnanimously). See also Re
Denstram [1975] 1 W.L.R. 1519 and the cases cited there.
67 Some author's licence is claimed for this melodrama. It is fiction based on fact.
68 [1971] Ch. 892, 933 (Russell L.J., for the Court of Appeal). See the wide
ambit of the doctrine articulated by Lord Denning M.R. in Cooke v. Head [1972]
2 All E.R. 38, 41 and Eves v. Eves [1975] 1 W.L.R. 1338; but compare the much
narrower approach of Lord Diplock in Gissing v. Gissing [1971] A.C. 886, 905.
69 See recent criticisms of the sweeping approach of Lord Denning in Webb,
"Trusts of Matrimonial Property" (1976) 92 Law Quarterly Review 489, Waters,
Note on "Matrimonial Property Disputes-Resulting and Constructing Trusts"
(1975) 53 Canadian Bar Review 366. See also the attack on "unstructured and
subjective value judgments" in the U.S. cases by Folberg and Buren, "Domestic
Partnership: A Proposal for Dividing the Property of Unmarried Families" (1976)
12 Williamette Law Journal 453, 487. See also the judicial reaction of Bagnall J.
in Cowcher v. Cowcher [1972] 1 All B.R. 943, 948 with emphasis on "sure and
settled principles to proved . . . facts. So in the field of equity the length of the
Chancellor's foot has been measured or is capable of ascertainment. This does not
mean that equity is past childbearing; simply that its progeny must be legitimate-
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difficulty arises in attempting to achieve this objective without unduly
hamstringing the flexibility of the courts to create new remedies. 70 To
some extent the two objectives do conflict. To say that the court in its
equitable jurisdiction is merely putting a gloss on strict common law
rights may provide historical justification for intervention but it hardly
assists us to answer or to predict the answer to the substantive question
whether the court ought to intervene or whether it will. To assert the
proposition, historically well established,71 that equity will override
particular statutory provisions for the sake of further overriding policy
objectives, is not to assert the further and separate proposition that the
new norm will automatically extend to other contexts. As Llewellyn
put it in one fine passage,1% in berating the rigidity of the American
legal system almost 40 years ago:
The Cheyenne Indians73 found ways of keeping the individual
needs of the individual case from troubling a' policy-decision while
yet letting -the issues of the indivIdual case inform that policy-decision . . . [and thus prevented] the particular controversy
from foisting an unwise general ruling on the community.
Part of the normal refinement of law by case method is the careful
definition of the width of a new rule by articulation of the policy
objectives on which it is based. Courts must become rigorously selfconscious about the justificatory criteria74 for decisions which break
new ground. This is necessary, as I have shown, to produce a rational
and principled development of the law. But it is also necessary in order
to give later courts and advisers a rational basis to define the width of
by precedent out of principle" and see the remarkable proposition by Oakley, "Has
the Constructive Trust Become a General Equitable Remedy?" (1973) 26 Current
Legal Problems 17, 38 that the use of constructive trust in non-matrimonial
disputes is. undesirable because it "May well seriously undermine established
principles of property law", as if "property law" were an atrophied crystal vase
which does not have to adapt to social change or reconcile any other values against
stability.
'70 Recent attempts at achieving such structuring are contained in Webb, "Trusts
of Matrimonial Property" (1976) 92 Law Quarterly Review 489; Everton, "Equitable Interests and Equities: In Search of a Pattern" (1976) 40 Conveyancer 209;
Smith, "Licences and Constructive Trusts-The Law Is What It, Ought To Be"
[1973] Cambridge Law Journal 123; see also Oakley, loco cit.
But the existing arguments tum on criteria such as common intention or
evidence of joint contribution to a fund (with emphasis on what is usually relevant)
rather than structuring standards for extending equitable intervention and normal
creation through use of the constructive trust device.
'7~ Examples abound: secret trusts, part performance, the trust itself.
12 Llewellyn, "The Normative, the Legal and the Law-jobs: The Problem of
Juristic Method (1940) 49 Yale Law Review 1355, 1400.
13 A reference to the celebrated work in legal anthropology, Llewellyn and
Hoebel, The Cheyenne Way: Conflict and Case Law in a Primitive Jurisprudence
(1961 ).
14 Justificatory criteria are simply the reasons given to justify a particular
decision.
U
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the rule which authority creates.15 It was, no doubt, the fear of opening
the floodgates to an equity depending on the "length of the Chancellor's
foot" or on justificatory criteria as nebulous as "justice and good
conscience",16 as used in recent constructive trust cases, which provoked
such a cautious formalism in the courts historically. The argument
advanced here is that this polarises the issue excessively. It is quite
practicable to articulate justiciable standards and retain principled
criteria without resorting to the formalism attacked in this article. The
constructive trust authorities contain a body of experience which is
very useful as a guide to this, admittedly, demanding road. 17 This
theme is explored much more fully in a long awaited forthcoming
article.'78 But we need go no further down this road to settle the present
dispute. Suffice it to reiterate one important point. An almost theological
reverence for existing verbal formulae, complete with their empirical
ambiguities, is no replacement for a careful spelling out of exactly what
issues a precedent breaking qualitatively new ground raises and an
explicit consideration of how far the policy questions raised by the
new problem justify a court's departure from established rules. To
encourage evolution of the rule structure is not unfettered exercise of
discretion but the disciplined development which any healthy rule
system must systematically undertake. Any legal system which is
content to create norms by enumerating the past limits of legal progress
will soon develop a critical case of legal arthritis and spawn a new
generation of exasperated Dr Dennings. Their influence will eventually
be felt in tax as it is in property and equity.
Baker: Beneficiaries' Rights in a Trust
The decision in Baker v. Archer-Shee79 was a landmark in the law
of Trusts. It involved a substantial extension of the concept of a
beneficiary's rights in a trust. It is an illustration of Llewellyn's concept
of an individual case which departed from previous policy for very
specific reasons of tax policy but ultimately informed the main debate
when beneficiaries sought extended rights against the trustee and trust
property. T'he facts are well known. In outline, a United Kingdom
resident was sole beneficiary of an American trust. The trustees credited
her account in America with income and the question was whether that
income was taxable in the United Kingdom. The trust fund consisted"
'75 See Llewellyn's law..job no. 4.
76 Lord Denning M.R. in Hussey v. Palmer [1972] 1 W.L.R. 1286, 1290.
7"1 The recent decision in Ogilvie v. Ryan (1976) 2 N.S.W.L.R. 504 contains a
lengthy judicial summary of the recent authorities. In fact structuring does take
place very soon. An analysis of the number of reported authorities shows an
immediate jump after uncertainty is increased by a decision which breaks new
ground with broadly based criteria like Hussey v. Palmer [1972] 1 W.L.R. 1286
but the number of decisions soon settled down again.
18 Wallace and Grbich, A Judges Guide to Childbirth in Property (1978).
11) [1972] A.C. 844.
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among other things, of shares. Under the United Kingdom legislation,
a United Kingdom resident was liable to tax on all income from shares
whether or not remitted80 but only on other income actually remitted
back to the United Kingdom. 81 As there was no remittance, the case
turned on whether the beneficiary's82 income was income from shares.
The majority of the House of Lords held it was income from shares
and therefore taxable.
At that time, it was considered a fundamental principle of Ttust
Law that the trustee is "owner" of the trust property in the full commoli law sejlse. A beneficiary had merely personal rights to compel
the trustee to perform the terms of the trust and to account for the
beneficiary's share of the proceeds. The beneficiary had no right in
specie to any trust assets. Yet here \\'as the majority of the House of
Lords itself challenging this hallowed prop of equity and holding that
the beneficiary had a right in specie to income arising from the shares
in the tru'st fund. Since that time, of course, the rights of a beneficiary
in a trust have been systematically extended in pragmatic response to
the demand by beneficiaries for far reaching remedies. 83
The Court in Baker was dealing with the taxability of a sole beneficiary
who was sui juris and had a vested interest in a trust. The trust fund
was a fully administered estate in which she had appointed the trustees.
In these circumstances, from the standpoint of whether she ought to be
taxed, the significant point was that the beneficiary could call for the
money and therefore had control of it. Lord Atkinson said that the
trustees "were merely her agents". Obviously he could not have meant
that literally. Every Trust student knows the fundamental distinction
between a trustee and agent. But this shows that his emphasis was on
characterising her control of the funds on the basis of the Court's
characterisation of the realities of the relationship rather than rigidly
extrapolating decisions defining the incidents of a beneficiary's rights
in a trust from past decisions. The result in Baker could no more
directly reverse the general equitable principles defining a beneficiary's
rights in a trust fund than such a general principle can settle all
questions raised about the beneficiary's rights when specific questions
are raised. The principle of consistency is a legal convenience and one
of many objectives to be reconciled, not an absolute legal virtue.
Schedule D. Case V, rule 1 Income Tax Act 1918.
Schedule D. Case V, rule 3 Income Tax Act 1918.
82 The profits of a wife were deemed those of her husband under rule 16(i)
Income Tax Act 1918.
83 The celebrated extension is the granting to beneficiaries of equitable rights to
trace into mixed funds in Re Diplock [1948] Ch. 465, 530. See also the earlier
decision in Hardoon v. Belilios [1901] A.C. 118 where a beneficiary who was sui
juris and "entitled to shares" was held liable by the Privy Council to indemnify
the trustee for calls on those shares.
80
81
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The question posed by the legislation was whether the taxpayer got
income from shares. This asks a "simple" causal question. Of course,
the form in which the transaction is clothed by the parties is relevant
but, it is submitted, it cannot be conclusive. To fall into the trap of
thinking that such causal questions can receive mechanistic answers
outside the context of the problem considered is an erroneous methodological assumption which has been convincingly rebutted by such
well-known thinkers as Piaget84 and Dahl. 85 If the courts dogmatically
maintain that form. is conclusive, this allows the taxpayer to manipulat~
the question posed by choice of form and surrenders a substantial part
of the judicial power to adjust competing interests.
Form-Substance in the Great Tax Debate
Formalism, within reasonable limits, obviously has its uses when
confined to property law. Some advantages were listed earlier in the
article. 86 In particular, it can promote predictability and prevent wideranging questions being raised at the drop of litigation. But, without
attempting to reconcile the competing cases for "formalism" apd
"realism" in property here it can confidently be asserted that the costs
of formalism go beyond accepted limits when the property precedent is
mechanically extrapolated into the tax context. A whole new range of
issues are then raised by the "trouble cases".
See also Piaget, To Understand is to Invent (1973) 27 whQ says:
When, however, in violation of the rules of positivism . . . an attempt is made
to explain phenomena and the [scientific] laws governing them instead of
limiting oneself to their description, the boundaries of the observable are
necessarily overstepped, inasmuch as all causality depends on necessary
inferences i.e. on deductions and functional [theoretical] structures that cannot be reduced to simple facts.
For further clarification see Hermann Ope cit. 1154.
85 Dahl, "Power" in lnternationa'l Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences (1968)
XII, 405.
Any attempt to develop an empirical theory of causal nexus will run headlong
into the fact that a causal chain has many links; that the links one specifies
depend on what one wishes to explain; and that what one wishes to explain
depends, in part on the theory with which one begins. In causal analysis, it is
usually . . . possible to insert a very large number of additional variables
between any two supposedly directly related factors. We must stop somewhere
and consider the theoretical system closed. Practically, we may choose to stop
at the point where the additional variables are either difficult or expensive to
measure, or where they have not been associated with any operations at
all. . . . A relationship that is direct in one theoretical system may be
indirect in another, or it may even be taken as spurious. . . . Some of the
links that an analyst may take as "effects" to be explained by searclling for
causes are the outcomes of specific decisions; the current values, attitudes,
and expectations of decision makers; their earlier or more fundamental
attitudes and values.... Meanwhile, it is important to ,specify which effects
are at the focus of an explanatory theory and which are not. A good deal of
confusion, and no little controversy, is produced when different analysts
focus on different links in the chain of causation witbout specifying clearly
what effects they wish to explain.
8'6 Supra pp. 195-196.
84
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Recent tax cases have been test cases for large amounts of money,
often in the hundreds of millions. Tax lawyers are an elite in the
profession. The vast amounts which ride on the results of individual
avoidance schemes make it practicable for lawyers to build up an
infrastructure which is capable of rapidly and efficiently exploiting the
rigidity of their opponents in the law making process. It is this rapid
capacity to mobilise information and legal expertise which makes tax
battles qualitatively different from other areas of the law. While some
rigidity _may be acceptable in property or contract as the price for
certainty, in tax the rigidity becomes crucia1. 87
When a tax court says that it looks at the "form" rather than the
"substance" of a transaction, they really mean that the literal shorthand
rules from general property law will automatically be extended to tax
cases. This amounts to saying that those rules will not be re-examined
when a transaction undermines the clear objectives of the taxing
statute. Stand back and see precisely what this means. The taxpayer,
in a case like Oughtred, carefully selects the particular property rule
to suit his job, as bricks in a tax avoidance structure. The selective
proposition for which the case· is "authority" is taken out of context
and used for a purpose it was never meant to serve by the judges who
crafted the rules. The court in. the tax case then refuses, on the
authority of the Westminster doctrine, to consciously pass judgment
on the fitness of the avoidance structure in terms of the objectives of
the tax statute. It does not closely examine, in a case like Brent, the
full connotation (which _can only be spelled out in context) of the
prop~rty authority imported into tax. If the bricks and their' juxtaposition satisfy the purely formal requirements of the narrow reading
of a tax statute, ~hat is enough.
It is appropriate at this point to make a digression and anticipate
attacks which might be made on the argument pursued in this article.
It is as well to avoid attacks based on the assumption that you have
trampled the flower garden with disregard when in fact you have
planned your path after careful contemplation. If you are not an
academic ignore the rest of the paragraph! T'o distinguish "form" and
"substance" is obviously a vast over-simplification. The argument here
is that by polarising the issue thus the courts over a period have
obscured from themselves as well as from others what they are doing.
It cannot be denied (provided the question is put in its proper perspective) that the substantive rights of parties must depend largely on the
legal rights created by the documents they use. But the phrase "legal
rights" hides a multitude of sins. The question is how far inferences
about tax consequences are drawn from the characterisation the
87 See fuller discussion in Grbich, "What the Three Sisters Did to Section 260"
( 1977, Monash University/Tax Institute Occasional Papers on Taxation, No.7)
22 tI.
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parties adopt and how far the courts ought to superimpose their own
characterisation based on their own model. At one extreme, it is not
controversial to state that the courts can ignore the names which
parties give to documents and look at their "legal effects", if the
documents are a "sham". There is adequate authority for ignoring
shams. But the courts have travelled very little distance down this road
to superimpose their own considered conceptual framework for that of
the parties. In other words, they accept the understanding between
the parties to a contract about what they are doing in the vast majority
of cases and, through the application of the Westminsler principle, the
courts rigidly refuse to test the characterisation imposed by the parties
against a conceptualisation which the commissioner, on behalf of the
rest of the community, would impose. If the parties have negotiated
rights solely between themselves it is their characterisation which is
relevant. But when the vast body of taxpayers are bound, through their
contribution to the consolidated fund, by a contract to which they were
not parties the issues change. Obviously they have some interest in
having their demands considered when the courts are deciding what
the "legal rights" are and for what purposes.
Further, the extrapolation of property authorities uncritically into
tax amounts to a rigid built-in preference for the long-standing institutions of law and the institutionalisation of power relations inherent
in th~m, in preference to the new norms pursued by the legislature. It
almost guarantees that the spirit of legislative initiatives will not be
seized by the courts. This bias is then systematically and without
examination imported into tax institutions. Of course, if the taxpayer
comes within the letter of the statute with the particular property bricks
he chooses to use, he is taxed. But the well advised taxpayer goes in
with foresight of these rules and that is the point at which the game
commences for the seasoned experts in this game of chess. To permit
the taxpayer to choose the agenda for discussion is to concede the
tempo of the chess game and crucial power to him. 88 To allow the
taxpayer to take the property authority out of context is another
crucial concession and loads the game unacceptably in favour of the
tax avoider. This facilitates the use of artificial tax avoidance devices
which are used to move a very substantial burden of tax off the shoulders
of the shrewd and afHuent and to move a disproportionate load onto the
shoulders of the broad body of taxpayers.
Artificial avoidance devices, far more blatant than those in Grey and
Oughtred, are becoming widespread in Australia and promoting a
88 See comments in supra note 3 Bachrach and Baratz, "Decisions and NonDecisions: An Analytical Framework" (1963 ) 57 American Political Science
Review 633 and see the extension of the argument in Luke, Power (1976). For
a cogent analysis of the power process operating in a system of rules (and its
dysfunctions) see Gouldner in Pugh, Organisation Theory (1971) 36.
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cynicism among the body of taxpayers which is in danger of reaching
an unacceptable level. Quite apart from ethical objections, in a system
of tax relying on self-assessment and substantial voluntary compliance
for its day to day operation, such threats to legitimacy must be taken
seriously.
The Westminster doctrine is applied constantly in High C'ourt
authorities dealing with tax avoidance but the facts are usually complex, as are the issues, and principles are rarely articulated sufficiently
clearly for analysis. The opacity of the law and its capacity of excluding
all but the expert who has invested no little effort in mastering it, is
itself a dimension in the debate. In order to see the systematic bias
you need to understand the system. But once you do that you often
have a self-interest in rationalising it to protect your investment in the
time spent mastering it. Ideologies soon develop to help rationalise
self-interest.

Europa: Behind the Form Door
Important decisions in two recent Privy Council decisions in C.I.R.
v. Europa Oil (N.Z.) Ltd (Europa No. 1J89 and Europa Oil (N.Z) Ltd v.
C.I.R. (Europa No. 2)90 give an unusually clear articulation of the
principles and deal with a simple piece of legislation. The facts in the
cases were complex and this analysis does not purport to deal with
them in detail. Rather, the objective is to make this esoteric gladitorial
arena explicable to those lawyers who have no patjence with tax and
to explain in bold strokes how the devices worked. There are few
better examples of the way in which the rigid formalism prevalent in
the tax jurisdiction permits significant tax avoidance and few better
examples of the elaborate devices used by international tax planners.
The facts in the two decisions were varied sufficiently by the taxpayer
in response to Europa (No.1) to produce different decisions in the two
cases but in broad outline they involved the same steps.
( 1) The Europa Oil Company, which sold petroleum in New
Zealand, obtained its supplies from Gulf Oil C'orporation,
through a subsidiary or an associated company, at world
market prices (the "posted price").
(2) A "company" called Pan Eastern was incorporated in the
Bahama Islands tax haven. Gulf Oil and Europa (indirectly)
owned a half share each in Pan Eastern.
(3) Pan Eastern entered into "refining" contracts for Gulf Oil
Corporation which returned Pan Eastern a profit of approximately 5 cents per gallon of gasoline. The physical act of
refining was carried out by Gulf at a fee.
[1971] A.C. 76l.
(1976) 76 A.T.C. 6001. (The majority comprised Barwick C.l., Lords Diplock,
Edmund-Davies, Dilhome.)
89

90
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(4) In Europa (No.1), Europa's subsidiary had a long term
contract with Gulf for supply of petroleum. Before Europa
(No.2) was litigated there was a substantive change in the
arrangements because an oil refinery was built in New
Zealand but, no doubt, tax considerations influenced the
new legal framework in which Europa had no contractual
obligation to buy crude oil from its associated company which
in turn bought from Gulf. Europa no longer had a direct contractual right to have Pan Eastern refine but its associated
company did.
In these two ways, Europa effectively negotiated a discount on the
world market price of petrol but received, that discount tax-free in a
tax haven, while deducting the full expenditure from its New Zealand
taxable income. The device was an elaborate means of siphoning profits
into the Bahamas tax haven before they reached the clutches of New
Zealand's high rate tax commissioner. This device is called "transfer
pricing" and it is one popular device used by transnational companies
to manipulate profit figures within particular national boundaries. The
issue for decision in both cases was whether Europa could deduct the
full price of the petrol, including the discount, under the New Zealand
equivalent of section 51 of the income Tax Assessment Act 1936. Under
the New Zealand provision, section 111(1) of the Land and Income Tax
Act 1954, the question was whether the expenditure was "exclusively
incurred in the production of the assessable income" which was not
distinguishable for present purposes from the Australian- deductibility
test.
In Europa (No.1) it was held that Europa could not deduct the
discount portion of the expenditure. In Europa (No.2) the Privy
Council held the full amount of the expenditure deductible and the tax
avoidance device succeeded. Significantly, Lord Wilberforce, who
delivered the advice in the first decision, dissented in the second.
The majority in Europa (No.2) stated the issue in this way:91
Is the legal effect-as distinct from the economic consequencesof the provisions of the relevant interrelated contracts such that
when the Taxpayer Company orders goods under the contract of
sale and accepts the obligation to pay the sum stipulated in that
contract as the purchase price, the Taxpayer Company by the
performance of that obligation acquires a legally enforceable
right not only to delivery of the goods but also to have some other
act performed which confers a benefit in money or money's worth
upon the Taxpayer Company or some other beneficiary?
The taxpayer in the second arrangement had organised the scheme so
that there was no contractual obligations between Europa and Gulf
91

Id. 6007.
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that oil would be processed by Pan Eastern or that Europa would buy
oil from this source. But, of course, if Pan Eastern did not do the
refining then Europa could go elsewhere for its requirements. So that,
although there was no direct obligation on Europa to buy, when it did
buy its subsidiary still got the discount and the directors of Europa
knew this. The change was sufficient to persuade the majority that the
"true legal character of the whole of the expenditure claimed to be
deductible is that of the purchase price of stock in trade for the
Taxpayer Company's business ... ".92 They applied the leading Australian decision in Cecil Bros Pty Ltd v. F.e.T.9s A statutory provision
has now been introduced in Australia to block this particular device
but the saga is by no means complete. 94
Lord Wilberforce, dissenting,95 reasoned that the words of the section
demanded an enquiry into whether the expenditure was exclusively
incurred to produce assessable income and this enquiry necessitated
looking at the "reality" of the situation. What was the expenditure
incurred for? What was it intended to gain? What did it gain? What
elements entered into the fixing of the price and into the acceptance
of it? These, he said, are the questions to be asked. He held that the
c,xpenditure was in reality incurred to obtain both petrol and the Pan
Eastern discount.
The majority subverted the enquiry about the purposes of the
expenditure demanded by section 111 into a debate about the mere
forms used by the taxpayer. In this way they allowed the taxpayer to
undermine the clear purpose of the Legislation. The question raised by
the New Zealand equivalent of section 51 is a question of fact. Was
the expenditure incurred to buy petroleum? Plainly it was not; only
part of it was and the part which was not so incurred was severable. It
was not a question of choosing between "legal effects" and "economic
realities" .96 That is a pervasive polarisation among tax lawyers which is
a red herring. The legislature imposes a test. The court responds that
the question will only be answered through the filter of general
proprietary norms. But those are not relevant to the issue. The Legislature has not asked whether the rights are enforceable or whether the
benefit gets to the taxpayer or to some company with de jure rather
than de facto identity of interest. It asks about the purpose of the
expenditure. To repeat, the question was whether the expenditure was
incurred to buy petrol. To say that it was so incurred because, according the taxpayer's characterisation, the money was formally paid for
petrol is, with the greatest respect to the majority, an argument which
92 Id. 6009.
93 (1964) 111

C.L.R. 430.
Section 31C of the Income Tax Assessment Act 1936 (Cth) , as enacted in
the Income Tax Assessment Amendment Act 1977 (Cth).
95 (1976) 76 A.T.C. 6001, 6013.
96 Id. 6014.
94
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lacks appeal. The reason for the expenditure must be inferred from all
the facts. The inference that part of the purchase price was incurred
for a tax avoidance objective on these facts is compelling.
Europa (No.2) is a perfect illustration of the way in which the
courts can allow legislative objectives to be undermined by allowing
the taxpayer to import concepts from property to divert the tax
question into irrelevant side issues. The case is particularly notorious
because those issues were not relevant on the most generous view of
the causal questions raised by the legislation. The legalistic structure
used to analyse the issue was not merely formalistic, it was also
irrelevant.
Of course, one cannot always assume an identity of purpose
between the legislature and the judiciary and there may be occasions on
which the judiciary ought, within the spirit of the separation of powers
doctrine, to use its undoubted ability to blunt or to hold up legislative
initiatives. But I have argued elsewhere9 '7 that the unarticulated reasons
for doing so in this context are based on unsound premises. By failing
to seize the spirit of legislative initiatives in the tax area the common
law, is, in the longer term, buying itself a ticket to irrelevance. Be that
as it may, the reasons for the intervention to blunt legislative initiatives
must clearly be articulated by the courts, or failing them, commentators, so that the justificatory criteria for such drastic action can
receive the support and scrutiny of a wider audience of lawyers and,
though p,erhaps it is pious to hope for it, of a much more general audience so that these issues which so vitally effect the distribution of.
spending power in Australia are rigorously examined in the open
forums which befit a democratic society.

A Constructive Conclusion
Rather than a traditional conclusion, this part of the article is an
attempt to collect together the threads running through the article as
a basis for an alternative problem solving model in taxation. The specific
arguments in the article are essentially destructive. The present
formalistic method of solving tax disputes will not be replaced merely
by cataloguing its faults. But from the ashes of that analysis we can
develop some positive, if rather tentative arguments. They are notes
for a new theory rather than an attempt to spell out a theory. To put
97 Grbich, "Section 260 Re-examined: Posing Critical Questions about Tax
Avoidance" supra n. 17 226 fI. No apology need be made for this. So often, the
problem for us as lawyers is not so muc,h the development of new ideas as the
exorcism of old ideas. Such ubiquitious ways of thinking permeate into every
corner of our mind. Because we have long since ceased to articulate them, we
cannot see when they have outlived their usefulness. These old ideas then inhibit
our response to new demands made on the legal system. Only by rigorous attempts
to articulate and to falsify existing theories can ideas advance. The theme is
developed throughout Popper's work. See Popper, Conjectures and Refutations:
The Growth of Scientific Knowledge (1972).
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meat on the new skeleton is a r~newal job which has to draw heavily
on American sources and will occupy the combined resources of the
legal profession for much of the remainder of the century. Hopefully,
this will be taken as an invitation for more research in this area. With
this caveat, the "tentative notes to a new theory" are set out:
(1) Property authorities should develop a reconciliation of competing interests in the context of particular property disputes.
(2) The attempt to extract a rule from a property authority for
future application is a process of codification98 which necessarily involves selection and over-simplification. Within
reasonable limits, both in terms of time and subject matter,
it is both ethically reasonable and administratively necessary
to insist on incrementally extending the same rule to similar
facts in the same context. It is even reasonable to call a long
established remedy available against third parties a "property
right" or a "constructive trust".
(3) Simple verbal formulae like "property" or "constructive
trust" are shorthand terms which connote complex concepts.
They are very inexact tools for the exacting job of extending
complex concepts to new contexts. Lawyers must look behind
the words and evaluate the desirability of verbal unlfor!'l1ity
against the competing policies pursued in the new context.
When extending that shorthand rule from one context to
another (for example, from property to tax) it is necessary
to spell out the content of the rule which is enveloped by the
over-simplified verbal label. The job of reconciling the
difficult tax issues cannot be rationally done by the facile
juggling of formal concepts, mere shorthand terms, as if
they had fixed and self-evident connotations.
(4) The particular context of disputes in tax raise questions
which are both complex and highly political. The nature of the
competing objectives which must be reconciled in tax is fully
examined elsewhere by this author. 99 But rather than dealing
with these difficult issues explicitly, the courts have traditionally emphasised their role as guardians of individual liberty
against encroachment by government. The courts have
tended to stress formalism as a device for limiting that
encroachme~t, for structuring it where it does take placet
and as a method of bolstering their legitimacy. In this arena,
98 Human beings are active in the processing of information. They us.e models
to sift through, to codify and then to store information. Man builds theories
before he can handle information and that information is considerably modified
by the initial theory he uses. See Bruner, The Relevance of Education (1972) 31
or any of the writings of Piaget, Chomsky or the structuralist theorists. See also
Hermann Ope cit. and the articles cited in Cohen Ope cit. 826.
99 Grbich supra n. 17, 227 fi.
t This theme is developed extensively in an administrative law context by
D~vis, Discretionary Justice: A Preliminary Enquiry (1969) and in extensive
later writing.
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the concept of formalism is strongly entrenched and this
inhibits effective response to an entirely new set of competing
objectives which require reconciliation and integration when
the existing rule structure is extended to a new context.
(5) The common law is an incremental method of decision
making and norm creation. Conflicting interests are reconciled
by explicit reference to established principles, to the objectives sought by legislation and to the range of ambiguity in
the legislative words. 2 At the same time, each decision adds
to and alters that principled structure. It is imperative that
competing objectives, including the objective of promoting
uniformity, be reconciled by reference to articulated standards and by reference to the expected outcomes of a
decision. It is imperative both to facilitate orderly development of the law and to give practitioners some reliable basis
for predicting future decisions. Paradoxically, the spelling out
of ambiguity and the available choices therefrom create
certainty. Facile manipulation of verbal formulae to paper
over qualitative policy decisions creates uncertainty by
obscuring the real reason for decisions. The courts create
confusion if they purport to apply precedents and then
manipulate the connotation of those precedents.
(6) The argument that a tax court looks merely at the "form" of
a transaction is tautologous. When a court deciding a tax
issue applies the Westminster doctrine and says that the
"only function of a court of law is to determine the legal
result"3 of dispositions, this amounts to no more than a
refusal to look carefully at the objectives of tax legislation
and the conflicting demands to be reconciled when extrapolating property (or indeed commercial) law authorities
and institutions into a tax context. Tax questions raise quite
distinct issues and must reconcile the interests of a far wider
constituency than a property dispute. They have a direct
bearing on the relative tax burden as between the taxpayer
and other members of the community.4 This article has
demonstratedG that the contest between the revenue and
taxpayer ought not to be answered by mechanically extending
a result determining the inter partes rights of the taxpayer
and another party.6 The court ought to apply its own overriding framework to characterize the transaction.
2 See Bishin and Stone, Law, Language and Ethics (1972) 473 ff.; Hart, "Positivism and the Separation of Law and Morals" (1958) 71 Harvard Law Review
593, 606; Fuller, "Positivism and Fidelity to Law-A Reply to Professor Hart"
(1958) 71 Harvard Law Review 630; Gifford, "Communication of Legal Standards,
Policy Development and Effective Conduct Regulation" (1971) 56 Cornell Law
Review 426.
3 Lord Atkin in I.R.C. v. Westminster [1936] A.C. 1, 8; also see at 15, 19 if.
(Lord Tomlin), 25 (Lord Russell) and particularly 30 (Lord Wright).
4 Supra n. 26.
5 See pp. 189, 193 ff.
6 Lord Wright spells this out in I.R.C. v. Westminster [1936J A.e. 1, 30.
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(7) Only by carefully spelling out the principles being applied
from previous decisions and by rigorous attempts to examine
the limits of those principles can useful prescriptive content
be drawn from previous decisions. Only by ope,nly recognising
the need for renewal as a formal part of the mechanism of
law creation and by openly articulating the conflict to be
reconciled when problem cases7 are litigated can courts
develop responses intelligently to emerging problems in a
rapidly changing society. Only in this way will an informed
professional debate be generated which will systematically
and rationally develop the law of taxation. Only in this way
will the law develop as a principled and responsive process of
decision-making in tax cases.
(8) We sometimes tend to forget it in the hurly burly, we do
occasionally imagine that lawyers are mere skilled technicians
or legal bureaucrats but if the previous analysis achieves
nothing else, it should at least persuade any doubting
Thomases that law making and legal analysis really is a job
for highly educated human beings.

'7

Dworkin, "Hard Cases" (1975) 88 Harvard Law Review 1057.

